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In various fields of sciences and engineering, nonlinear evolution equations (NLEEs), as well as 
their analytical solutions, are of fundamental importance. Since 1990 or so, much attention has 
been devoted to versions of the so-called tanh method, to directly construct he travelling- or 
solitary-wave solutions for certain NLEEs [1-9]. More recently, the generalized tanh method is 
proposed, aiming at the soliton-like solutions [10,11]. 
A class of the higher-dimensional NLEEs [12-16] has the ( l+l)-dimensional shallow water wave 
equations as its reductions. For initial data decaying rapidly at infinity, an inverse scattering 
scheme has been developed to solve the Cauchy problem of 
Uy t + Uxxxy -- 3UxxUy -- 3UxUxy = 0, (1) 
which is a (2+l)-dimensional generalization of the shallow water wave equations [13]. This turns 
out to be formulated as a nonlocal Riemann-Hilbert problem. A set of solutions to equation (1) 
has been newly obtained [17]. 
Hereby we consider the generalized tanh method with symbolic computation, whose algorithm 
briefly reads as follows. For the physical field u(x, y, t) of certain NLEEs, such as equation (1), 
the soliton-like solutions might be assumed as 
N 
u(x,  y, t) = E Am(y ,  t) . tanhm[g2(y, t) x + O(y, t)], (2) 
rn=O 
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where`4m(y, t)'s, ~(y, t), and O(y, t) are differentiable functions withAN(y, t) ¢ 0and gJ(y, t) ~ 0, 
while N is the integer given below. Substituting Ansatz (2) back into the NLEE, we equate to 
zero the coefficients of like powers of x and tanh(~x + O) to get a set of partial differential 
equations, from which we end up with the explicit expressions for ` 4re(Y, t)'s, qJ(y, t), and O(y, t), 
and/or the constraints among them. It should be made clear that the x-linear prerequisite for 
equation (2) is merely to simplify the future work when the NLEE has the highest-order derivative 
with respect o x. 
On balancing the highest-order contributions from the linear term (i.e., uxxxy) with the highest 
order contributions from the nonlinear terms (i.e., uxuxy and ugux~), we get N = 1, so that 
Ansatz (2) becomes 
u(x, y, t) = ` 4(y, t). tanh[~(y, t)x + O(y, t)] + B(y, t), (3) 
where B(y,t) = ` 4o(y,t), ,4(y,t) = ` 41(y,t) ~ 0, and gJ(y,t) ~ O. 
Substitute quation (3) into equation (1) using Mathematica yields 
6,4 k92 ,49 sech2( ~x + O) tanh2(~x +O) - 3 ,4 ~2 ,49 sech4( ~x + O) - 2 qj3 ,49 sech4( gJx + O) 
+ 4 ~3 ,49 sech2( q2z + O) tanh2(ff2x + O) + 6,4 q22 By sech2(~x + O) tanh(~x + O) 
+ Ot ` 49 sech2( kOx + O) + x k~t Ay sech2(~x + O) 
+ 12 x A 2 qj2 ~9 sech4 (~x + O) tanh(~x + O) - 3,42 q/~9 sech4( k~x + O) 
+ 16xAg23 ~y sech4(qjx + 0) tanh(g2x + 0) + B~t (4) 
+ 12A~ 2 ~y sech2(g/x + O) tanh2(g2x + O) - 8xAgJ 3 gJ9 sech2( ~x + O) tanh3(~x + O) 
- 2 x 2 A ~t gJ9 sech2( ~x + O) tanh(q2x + O) - 2 x A ~9 Ot sech2(~x + O) tanh(~x + O) 
+ 12.42 ~2 O9 sech4(~x + O) tanh(~x + O) + 16Ag23 09 secha(~x + O) tanh(~x + O) 
+ xAt ~9 sech2( ~x + O) - 8A~ 3 O 9 sech2(~x +O) tanh3(~x +O) 
+ At O 9 sech2(qjx + O) - 2AOt 09 sech2(gJx + O) tanh(k~x + O) 
+ Agt tanh(ff~x + O) + xAq~gt sech2(ffJx + O) - 2xA~t  0 9 sech2(ff~x + O) tanh(ffJx + O) 
- 6Aq/2 gJ9 sech4( ~x + O) + AOyt sech2(qYx + O) = 0. 
From the terms with x 2 comes the most important constraint, 
x2: k~t(y, t) qJu(y, t) = O, 
which can be separated into three cases: 
(I) ql _- ¢ _- constant; 
(II) ~t -- 0 but ~9 ~ 0; and 
(III) ~t ~ 0 but gJg(Y, t) = 0. 
(5) 
A C lass  o f  T r iv ia l  So lu t ions  
Before going any further, we investigate equation (1) directly, and see that 
u(x, y, t) = T(x, t) (6) 
is a class of trivial solutions, where T(x, t) is an arbitrary, differentiable function. This class is 
of use later on. 
CASE I. gJ = ¢ = constant ¢ 0. 
Continuing to equate to zero other coefficients of like powers of x and tanh(~x + O) in equa- 
tion (4), and we get 
x ° tanhS(qJx + O): (2 ¢ + A) O 9 -- 0, (7) 
x° tanha(~x +e): (2¢+ 3A)A 9 =0. (8) 
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To concurrently satisfy both of them, there are only a couple of possibilities, as follows. 
POSSIBILITY Ia. Oy = 0 and Ay = 0. 
This set of choices yields By = 0 as well, implying that u = u(x ,  t) only, which is included in 
Expression 6. 
POSSIBILITY Ib. A = -2  ~b = constant. 
Calculations give rise to 
x ° tanh2(~x + 0): Out = 0 --* O(y, t) = a(t) +/~(y), (9) 
x ° tanh°(ff2x + 0): But = 0 --* B(y ,  t) = ~/(t) + #(y) ,  (10) 
where a(t), f~(y), 7(t), and #(y) are the differentiable functions to be determined. Then, 
x ° tanh3(g2x + O) and x ° tanh(@x + O): 4 ¢3f~y + atl~y - 3¢2#y -= 0. (11) 
Again, there are two possibilities, based on equation (11). 
POSSIBILITY Ib-1. flu = 0. 
This possibility ends up with #y = 0 and u = u(x ,  t) only, included in Expression 6. 
POSSIBILITY Ib-2. f~y ¢ 0. 
Equation (11) becomes 
#Y = A = constant, at =-4¢3+3¢2 (12) 
since the left-hand side is only a function of t but the right-hand side is only a function of y. 
After integration, we get 
A+4¢ 3 
a( t )=At+w and #(y)= 3~b2 . f~(y)+a.  (13) 
Correspondingly, 
u(x ,y , t )  = -2¢ . tanh[¢x  + f~(y) + At +w]  +7( t )  + - -  
A +4~b 3
3¢ 2 • (14)  
where the constants ¢, A, w, ~, and the differentiable functions f~(y), ~(t) are all arbitrary, with 
only the restrictions of ~b ¢ 0 and ~y ~ 0. This is different from the set of soliton-like solutions 
presented in [17]. 
CASE II. ~t = 0 but ~y ¢ 0. 
No solutions: The coefficient of x ° tanh2(qjx + {3) yields gyy -- 0, contradictory to the assump- 
tion. 
CASE III. gYt ~ 0 but q~y(y,t) = 0. 
In this case, it is calculated that Oy = A v -- By -- 0 so that u = u(x ,  t) only, also belonging to 
the class of Expression 6. 
With symbolic omputation and the generalized tanh method, we have investigated several pos- 
sibilities, one of which leads to equation (14), a class of new soliton-like solutions for equation (1), 
a (2+l)-dimensional generalization of the shallow water wave equations. 
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